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About This Game

Heart of the Woods is a fantasy yuri visual novel about paranormal investigation, ancient mysteries, and a love between two girls
that transcends life and death.

Maddie Raines has had enough. After years of serving as manager, editor, and general business-handler for her best friend
Tara's popular paranormal vlog channel, she's finally ready to move forward with her own life. But when she agrees to take one

last trip with Tara to the mysterious village of Eysenfeld, she's suddenly swept up in a dangerous supernatural crisis that will
change the course of both of their lives forever. A strange young woman named Morgan has promised them undeniable proof of

real paranormal phenomena, and what she has to offer eclipses anything they’d ever seen before.

However, out of all the strange occurrences the three of them bear witness to, one in particular captivates Maddie in a way she’s
never been before: the ghost of a young woman. This woman is Abigail, the victim of a centuries-old injustice now bound

eternally to the forest surrounding Eysenfeld. Drawn to Maddie in a way she can’t explain, Abigail reveals herself to another
person for the first time in more than 200 years.
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While Tara and Morgan investigate the mysteries surrounding the village itself, Maddie begins to form a bond with Abigail that
grows to be more intense than any bond she’s felt before. As she learns the truth about Abigail’s death and imprisonment, she
realizes that it falls to her and her friends to break the curse that has ruled over Eysenfeld for centuries. But more importantly

than that, it falls to her to finally free the woman she loves.

A part-time manager, part time video editor, and full-time babysitter, Maddie has the thankless job of handling the absolute
whirlwind that is her best friend.

She’s professional, meticulous and intellectual; the first person to turn to when a problem needs solving. But when their
investigation entangles her in an ancient curse, she's forced to confront phenomena beyond her comprehension, and more

importantly, her own self doubt.
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For the last two centuries, the ghost of a young woman has haunted the forests of Eysenfeld. That ghost is Abigail, a kind and
playful soul forcibly bound to the forest as part of an ancient curse.

Two hundred years of wishing for a life cruelly denied to her have led to a feeling of crushing loneliness and one overwhelming
desire: to finally have someone to talk to.

One of the world’s most popular paranormal vloggers (according to her), Tara is unfailingly charismatic and bursting with
limitless energy. She’s brash, intrepid, and always seeking something new. That often makes her a magnet for trouble: whether
it’s from relentless flirting, minor criminal activities or just plain pig-headedness, things around Tara have a tendency to end in

chaos.
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A loyal Taranormal viewer and the daughter of Eysenfeld’s mayor, Morgan is...different. When not running her small and
mostly empty antique shop, she’s known to disappear into the woods for days at a time. That, combined with her resistance to

traditional social standards, has caused her to develop a bit of a notorious reputation in the village.

However, this resistance is not just an act of rebellion: Morgan knows that there’s something sinister deep within Eysenfeld, and
she’s not going to stop until she tears it out at the roots.

-Incredible character and CG art from Rosuuri
-Fully original backgrounds and soundtrack

-Approximately 130,000 words with multiple endings
-Ending theme from In Love With A Ghost

-Multiple accessibility options
-Steam trading cards

-Extra features including a music room, CG viewer, and guest art gallery
-At least one really, really gay ghost
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丶 ￣ _人'彡). I thought I had hit rock bottom when I received Chicken VR in a bundle, oooohhhhhh noooooooooo little did I know
that worse was to come. Welcome to dinosaur hunter VR where you will wish you were the first to be killed and eaten in a
Jurassic Park movie by the time you load the first hunt.

It's basic, not much fun and amateurish, if killing Dino from the Flintstones with one shot while stuck in place has been a
fantasy of yours. Then throw that Three dollars at the screen and yell yabba dabba doo dooo otherwise if you received in a
bundle. Do what I'm doing let it fall down the back of your steam library and forget it existed.

Crime scene footage.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/1hN0N7Mpnig. Ordinarily I would spend more time playing a game before writing a review, but I couldn't
even make it past the two hour mark.
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This game is overly-complicated, poorly-designed, poorly-voiced and tediously BORING.
I've completed and enjoyed almost every single movie-based Lego game released but unfortunately, this is NOT a movie-based
Lego game.
At least, not one that TT has typically produced. This is as much a Lego game as 'Disaster Movie' is a comedy. Sure, "Lego" is
in the title and the game mechanics including bricks, but gone is everything that would appeal to any fans of the series.
I'm AMAZED there aren't more negative reviews of this game.
I will not be purchasing the next Lego game until enough reviews have confirmed the developers returned to what makes these
games fun.. If you haven't played this yet and you like old school style shooters then you might want to give this a look,Although
its very basic its lots of fun, think Serious Sam in a cyberpunk city and your get the Idea. Also the dev has been great first he
give a free upgrade to the extended edition and now the Exile DLC is free of charge.. RLY i LOST MY MONEY
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This DLC is awesome. I cannot believe the poor reviews. The way OIL is needed now for ships and tanks and planes brings a
whole new angle to the game. Germany and Japan of course are oil poor as in real life. The naval redo is better but a ton of time
was spent on it and it could have been better. The American, English, Mexican, and especially the Dutch focus trees bring those
countries to life! England can go commie and detach their colonies! India and Pakistan will go to war. Governments in Exile is
another fantastic addition. HOI4 is my favorite game of all time and it only gets better and better.. Very few races in the base
game. This should've been free.. Controls for Oculus Rift are laughable, Press A to coniue is broken, cant advance to the Tables.
Read thru forums and tons of people experiencing the same issues since last year with no update or fix. Skip this product until it
is updated.. It's like Warthunder... But on acid
. This game is pretty fun, I love the soundtrack. It took me a second to see my objectives, but I figured it out. IT's definitely
worth the price.

Here's a video of my first time playing so you can get an idea of the game:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=rk_PdsoBcSw. Edited in 21st August 2015.

Don't buy it until the sale comes. Is it me or the price has become something like 10 times less than when I bought???

The more I play, the more things to fix is there...

The control is somewhat clumsy, the voices hurt your ears (and you can only disable voices that comes during the matches, not
the annoying machine voice of main interface), you can't leave even a centimeter when you're trying to capture a ressource
building and being two doesn't make capture quicker nor makes the one who came after to capture to earn some cash(but the bot
is dumb so it'll come capture with you although it doesn't help at all), the single player card system is just abusive when there's
not many people in multiplayer(it always indicates there's about 590 to 605 rooms that's a huge scam. You can now invite people
but that serves nothing because most are AFK and there's only a very few that will join you). The reward for playing other
modes than Bosses is so-so when you're high level.

The reward for boss mode is a bit low when you have to have some powerful units (I strongly recommend M270 for the
KingKong boss)

The ammunitions are STILL quite expensive and disappear instantly (mostly multi-projectiles) but earning ore is a harder task
and coin ammos are a waste of...coins.

There's two way (possible) to earn ore :
1. The ore refinery in your base (900 ore for lvl 1 refinery + 100 each level) you can activate for every two damn hours. No
need to upgrade it, it's only a waste of ore and time! + you have to upgrade the command center as well. Ore Refinery needs a
serious buff! I would suggest to put 1000 as base value and each level would give 1000 more ore but the upgrading fee would be
the same as upgrading the M270's base missiles (which is quite expensive as well)

2. grinding missions. (especially boss modes) The best farming mode is the KingKong boss one and the best map for this mode
is the Base Island (quite small map but has more cover)

Free coins? Tasks are only few, very demanding and the reward is deceiving. but the coins ammo are so expensive, the units too
and the gear as well. (6000 coins for AC130 and 10k for the Raider. LOL)

The Challenge game doesn't worth playing. The reward is too low, you can't invite people to come and the Boss Corps I mode
has too low time so you can't win even if you're playing with the 6 top ranked players (I'm the highest ranked player as of now
btw)

The firing system is really boring. You can change target in range with the E key but you can't calculate the trajectory so this
acts like a huge con for mortar\/artillery type units as moving ennemy will always avoid your slow mortar\/missile shell if you're
far.

The ammunitions are also kind of meh, they are expensive as hell as mentionned previously and the projectiles type (machine
gun ammo or rapid cannons) has real bad accuracy in far range and uses as much shells as you fire (ex. a M270 will use 6
missiles). You will be playing with missiles for the most of the time for this reason (expensive as well but better than auto
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cannons and it's aimed)

The mounting equipement system looks great...but when you get to see how much coins or ore you have to get before being able
to research them, you'd say "F*ck" (and there's restriction on level too)

Upgrading your weapons uses quite an amount of ore\/coins as well but only upgrade the damage point by 1% per level +
upgrade your research centers every 10 level of weapon upgrade. And coins ammo will need coins to be upgraded as well.
Greedy!!!!!!!

The challenge with Boss corps I is impossible with only 5 minutes! there should be more time, at least 9 minutes!

It's also a meh when the bots are OPed with infinite coins ammo...

And the biggest point is : I don't really want to pay more for a game I already paid to own. I would have said nothing if this
game was a free2play but nope.

P.S : You put kingkong boss mode, invite a few friends, start the game and suddenly other people you haven't invited has come
in and the mode has changed into tangled warfare or something else. This is a big bug that happens quite often.

P.S 2 : there's several bugs with the sounds, I've mute everything but sometime (and quite often cuz every 20-40 seconds) the
sound will still come. Annoying!
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